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2 Introduction
Please read this part carefully before starting using the device.

Dear Customer,
congratulations for choosing a product manufactured by B.M. Tecnologie Industriali.
This manual is the main source of information for the right use of KAPTOR MINI.
This manual includes important information, advices and warnings for the right use of the device and its
potentials.
Please read this manual carefully and before starting any installation procedure. Pay attention to the
notes referring to Warnings and Safety.
Keep the manual in a safe place and ready to use in any moment.
If you have problems or cannot understand the information included, please contact the manufacturer or
its local Distributors.
The manufacturer, B.M. Tecnologie Industriali srl, is not responsible for any damages to
people or things caused by the misuse of the device.
The manual states the right way to use it.
This manual describes all the functions of KAPTOR MINI, referring to any specific version of
hardware and/or software. Optional contents, dedicated functions or peculiar versions are
NOT tagged specifically. You just need to consider only the information referring to the device
you have. Contents implemented during the device working period are precisely identified.
B.M. Tecnologie Industriali is constantly improving its devices, though it has the right to
change the device’s features for commercial/technical purposes. For further information,
please contact the sales team of B.M. Tecnologie Industriali.
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2.1 Manual feasability
This manual describes features, functions, and instructions for using KAPTOR
start-up of the sensors, please refer to their specific manuals.

MINI.

For installation and
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3 General information
KAPTOR MINI is the evolution of KAPTOR MULTI, successfully used in thousands of applications.
This device was developped and realized by B.M. Tecnologie Industriali as a central element of a system
managing measures, data acquisitions and transmissions. Its unique features make it a milestone in the
whole panorama of similar devices.
It has its main use in all the fuctions regarding water cycle, such as: flow rate and pressure measurement
in full pipes or open channels, parameters analysis on drinking and waste water, spillways and overflows
activations, submerged and not contact level measurement, events acquisition (on/off), etc. etc.
KAPTOR MINI can be supplied by an internal primary or rechargeable battery to manage itself the sensors
connected to analog and digital inputs, but it could also be supplied by an external battery, connected to
a dedicated input, to manage sensors with higher power consumption.
External high capacity battery can be easily removed and replaced.
KAPTOR MINI is suitable for medium and long term monitoring campaigns. Its built-in memory can record
over 800.000 records.
Its built-in modem allows transmission of saved data and diagnostics to a remote server in order to
monitor the device’s status and the data reading. The device could be equipped with a built-in high
efficiency antenna for data transmission even if the signal is low, or with an external antenna.
KAPTOR MINI can manage alerts on every variable through the event recording, transmitting to a remote
server, sending SMS to a list of users.
IP68 protection of the datalogger unit and its modules complete the excellent performances of this device.
EasySetup App for AndroidTM, connecting via Wi-Fi, thanks to its simple interface, similar to smartphones,
allows the user to setup the device and read data.
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3.1 Main sensors
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Area velocity doppler sensor for flow measurement on part filled pipes and open channels.
Transit Time module for flow measurement on full pipes.
Pressure sensor for pressure measurement of full pipes.
Ultrasonic sensor for level/flow measurement on open channels.
Overflow sensor for overflow detection.
Analytical sensors for the analysis of water quality and chemical-physical parameters.
Digital pulse inputs for volumetric flow meters reading.
Digital event inputs for monitoring on/off status (activation)
Connection of standard 4..20mA or 0..10V sensors for standard signal recording.

3.2 Main applications
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Water Losses: DMAs and measurement of inflows.
Monitoring Campaigns for the calibration of mathematical models.
Measurement in the sewage networks for overflow activation and volumes.
Water losses in water networks.
Search for extraneous waters in sewage networks.
DMAs – District Metered Areas.
Overflow check.
Fire systems check.
Calibration of numerical models.
Long and short term measurement campaigns in aqueducts and sewers.
Water balances.
Pumping stations.
Water treatment plants.
Hydroelectric plants.
Industrial processes monitoring.
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3.3 Technical, functional, electrical and mechanical features
HARDWARE FEATURES DATALOGGER KAPTOR MINI
I/O
2 Analog Inputs

4 wires – 4..20mA and 0..10V – Active 42mA@24V – Resolution: 16 bit

4 Digital inputs (active)

Digital inputs (clean contact) – Max frequency: 60 Hz

RS485 (supplied)

RS485 interface powered from Standard voltage power supply

4 Digital inputs (events)

ON/OFF event (clean contact)

2 Relays

Configuration SPST-NO - Contact nominal current: 500mA – Contact
nominal tension: 200 Vac/Vdc.
Relay 1: cleaning function. Relay 2: alarm function.

Built-in pressure sensor

Range to be selected in order. Connection ¼” GAS M

DIAGNOSTICS
4 Logic inputs
Internal
humidity

case

Check case closure
relative

Accuracy +/-2% – Resolution: 14 bit

Internal case temperature

Accuracy +/-0,2% – Resolution: 14 bit

Battery tension reading

Resolution: 10 bit

POWER SUPPLY
Low voltage

Tension 3,6V

Standard voltage

8..24VDC

Power consumption

Max.: 200mA @ 12V - Min.: 0,08mA @ 12V

DATA ACQUISITION MEMORY
Internal Flash

800.000 records – Cycle buffer

REAL TIME CLOCK
Real Time Clock

Internal with back-up battery

CONNECTIVITY
Modem

2G and 3G (SIM holder included for standard SIM card)

Wi-Fi

Suitable for AndroidTM systems, for setup and data display

ANTENNA
Built-in

Standard or high efficiency for transmissions in case of low signal.

External

Linear Up Polarization with 1.5 mt cable
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INTERFACE
4 Leds

Green: App connection, Red: active alarm, Yellow: diagnostics, Blue: data
transmission modem status

Activation

By Magnet

ENVIRONMENTAL
Temperature

-10°C … +50°C (14°F … 104°F)

IP68 Protection degree

Immersion up to 1 year @ 1 mt

MECHANICAL
Case material

POM-C. Clamp closure.

Weights and Dimensions

H242 mm X D166 mm – 1,8 Kg (mounting system NOT included)

Connectors

Water proof, military type

COMPLIANCE
Electrical safety

Directive 2014/35/EU "low Tension”

Eelectromagnetic
compatibility

Directive 2014/30/EU "Radio Machinery"

Telecommunications

Directive 2014/53/EU "Telecommunication Terminals"

3.4 Functional features
FUNCTIONAL FEATURES of KAPTOR MINI
CONFIGURATION
Through a free of charge AndroidTM app, the user can setup the device with a simple and intuitive
interface typical of modern apps. In, the user can download data and events, monitor the values read,
diagnose the device. Kaptor mini is connected to the user's device (tablet, smartphone) via a secure WiFi connection.
The downloaded files are in CSV format, easily processed in Excel.
Via Remote system (under development)
DIAGNOSTICS
Through signal leds
By checking the case’s mechanical and environmental conditions
By sending through modem the closing and covering GPRS conditions
DATA ACQUISITION
Data of every I/O are saved in the circular memory buffer. Time interval is set by the user: from 1 to 60
minutes.
Variable reading data are saved on a cyclic buffer of 255 events.
Sensors warm-up times are user set for every I/O.
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I/O CONFIGURATION
Analog inputs: measuring range, entering a linearization curve on 16 points, entering offset. Calibration
on low and full range. Current or voltage input selection.
Digital counter inputs: pulse weight, counter increase, calculation of average pulses in the unit of time
Event digital inputs: check on/off status (activation), log status, sampling rate change on event.
RS485 port: complete configuration of the connected sensor, reading of variables, flow calculation (with
sensors for flow measurements).
Relay: configuration for alarm signaling and cleaning function (cleaning system not included).
EVENT MANAGEMENT
Alarm events on each of the variables read by the device. Each event is associated with an alarm message
which is recorded in memory and can be sent via SMS or GPRS.
Diagnostic events: case closure, GPRS network, internal board status.
CONNECTIVITY TO A REMOTE SERVER
Proprietary communication protocol: data sending to a remote server using a proprietary
communication protocol with http service via GET. The protocol can be provided to the user for the
development of the driver for receiving data on his server.
FTP: the data is sent by transferring a CSV file, with FTP protocol, to a folder of an accessible remote
device.
Ability to select 2G or 3G network depending on coverage.
Automatic search for the best operator (with multi-operator SIM).
Possibility to identify the IMEI of the modem and IMEI of the SIM.
DATA TRANSMISSION
Saved data from the oldest to the last one.
Data transmission frequency from 1 to 24 hours.
ALARMS
Alarms transmission to a remote server. Historical data transmission when alarm occurs.
DIAGNOSTICS
Diagnostics transmission to a remote server: all diagnostics parameters referring to the device’s status
are sent to the remote server.
CONFIGURATION TRANSMISSION
Configuration parameters are sent to check the configuration/setup remotely.
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SMS
Alarm events can be sent via SMS to 3 users max. If the transmission fails, the device could be setup to
retry sending SMS to selected intervals.
DATE/TIME SYNCHRONIZATION
If enabled, the device can synchronize the date and time of its internal clock with that of the server to
ensure that multiple instruments can have the same time.
If enabled, time can be synchronized to a remote NTP server.
CLEANING CYCLES
Cleaning cycles for the sensors connected to the device can be programmed. The cleaning cycle consists
of activating a relay output for a set time, waiting for a post-cleaning time and logging the sensor
variables. This function can be particularly useful if sensors need cleaning before to be read.
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4 Dimensions and fixing system
KAPTOR MINI was designed to be wall mounted with a bracket made of stainless steel. The bracket keeps
the device in vertical position in order to reach external connectors easily.
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4.1 Mouting bracket
This bracket is used to hook up the device through the closing
clamp.
The bracket can be wall mounted by using two plugs (hole
diameter in the bracket is 10mm).

4.2 Quick release wall mounting support
If you plan to replace the device frequently, it is possible to use a
wall support that allows the quick release of the mounting
bracket.
Once fixed to the wall with two dowels, the bracket simply hooks
from above by inserting the two holes in the threaded stubs at the
top and screwing the two nuts.
This support is also particularly suitable when using external
batteries, in order to simplify their replacement.
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4.3 Combined mounting bracket
If your device has an external battery, or in other peculiar cases including two devices, a
combined mounting system is foreseen. It consists of two brackets with a coupler.
The coupler allows two mounting brackets to be hold together, in order to reduce installation
space and use a single quick-release system.
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5 Case opening and closure
In standard operating conditions, it is not necessary to open or close the KAPTOR MINI case.
But it could be in these cases:
✓ Primary battery replacement
✓ SIM card Installation/replacement/removal
✓ Data transmission Antenna replacement
If necessary, unscrew the collar external clamp nut and use the quick-release system to remove the
device.

Once the clamp is removed, separate the two parts of the case. The O-rings guarantee the degree of
protection IP68 so it is completely normal to find resistance in this phase. If so, you can help yourself by
levering with two flat screwdrivers.
To close bring the two parts of the case closer so that they fit together. Pay attention to any wires: do not
press them between the parts of the case itself or of the internal components. Install the locking collar
and tighten the nut.
The correct tightening is done by applying a force of 9Nm and, in any case, when the two parts of the case
come into contact.
Before closing the case you have to check if all connections (internal battery, antenna…) are
ok.

A torque wrench can be supplied by B.M. Tecnologie Industriali on request.
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The IP68 protection degree of the case is guaranteed by two O-rings: before closing, check
that they are present, correctly positioned, lubricated and not damaged. Cracks, cuts and
deformations can seriously affect the IP68 seal of the case.
Long periods of closure, exposure to high or low temperatures are natural conditions of
deterioration of the O-rings
In the event of damage, it is necessary to replace them by requesting them from the assistance
service.
A drying bag is necessary to remove any residual moisture, place it inside the case before
closing. It is possible to request a desiccant kit from the assistance service.

O-rings and drying bags must be replaced every time the case is opened.

B.M. Tecnologie Industriali is not liable for any damage caused by failure to keep the case due
to non-compliance with the indicated requirements.
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6 Power supply
KAPTOR MINI can be powered via 2 inputs. One with 3.6Vdc voltage and one with 8..24Vdc. The power
sources can be battery (rechargeable or primary) or a power supply on site with working voltage in the
declared range. The batteries can be connected externally through a special connector or placed inside
the case in the appropriate battery holder.
B.M. Tecnologie Industriali supplies different external and internal battery technologies to cover the
different fields of application of the device. External batteries is connected with a dedicated cable to
facilitate the user for quick replacement without opening the device.
The range of batteries used and supplied by B.M. Tecnologie is wide and not limited to those
listed below, to guarantee compatibility with the most different installations. Please refer to
any additional documentation attached regarding the supplied battery.
Disassembling the battery pack, replacing cells, attempting to recharge non-rechargeable
batteries or using unsuitable chargers can cause serious damage to the battery, things and
people.
B.M. Tecnologie Industriali is not liable for any damage caused by incorrect installation and/or
use.

6.1 Primary internal battery (not rechargeable) – 3,6V
Chamical
component

Lithium

Tension

3,6V

Capacity

38AH or higher

Sensors

Power supply of digital/analog inputs and built-in pressure sensor. It cannot supply
sensors connected to RS485.

Main
Application

Long time monitoring activities (i.e. 4 years) with low power sensors connected to
analog/digital inputs.

6.1.1 Internal battery replacement
Kaptor Mini can be equipped with an Internal Battery of 3,6V.
Follow these steps for battery replacement:
1. Open the case by using the external collar;
2. Pay attention to the cable to the antenna (if the device has a built-in antenna);
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3. Unscrew the screw as shown in the picture (if present) and the battery holder:

4. Remove the battery pack (exhausted) and disconnect the white connector:

5. Now connect the new battery pack, by reconnecting the white connector and screw the holder;
6. Close the case
After replacing the battery, check the device connections.

6.2 Exernal rechargeable battery
Chemical
components

Lihtium Ion

Tension

11,1V

Capacity

60AH

Sensors

Power supply of digital/analog inputs and built-in pressure sensor. It can also supply
sensors connected to RS485.
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Main
Application

Medium and Long term monitoring activities (6/12 months) with sensors connected to
RS485. Elevate sampling frequency: < 5 minutes. Data transmission: frequency < 12 hours

6.2.1 Battery charging
Battery must be charged only with our battery charger, by following these steps:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Connect the battery charger cable to the battery case;
Connect the network cable (220Vac) to the battery charger and to a standard mains socket;
LED1 on battery charger: RED = battery charger is working;
LED2: RED= battery is charging;
When LED2 turns GREEN, battery is completely charged;
When charging is complete, disconnect the battery charger form mains and then remove all the
used connectors and cables.
Full battery charging procedure can last up to 12 hours, depending form the battery charging
status.

If you plan not to use the battery for a long time, disconnect it from the device and carry on a
maintenance charge of 2 hours every 3 months.
This procedure guarantees its efficiency and preserves its lifetime.
When the battery is completely down, charge it in max 7 days, otherwise it could be damaged
and not reusable.
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6.3 External primary battery (not rechargeable) – 14,4V
Chemical
component
Tension
Sensors
Main
Application

Lihtium
14,4V – 57AH
Power supply of digital/analog inputs and built-in pressure sensor. It can also supply
sensors connected to RS485.
Long term monitoring activities (>12 months) with sensors connected to RS485. Low
sampling frequency or on event. Data transmission: daily or on event.
This battery guarantees a low self-discharge.

Do not try to charge primary batteries.
There is a danger of serious damage to property and people due to possible explosions.

6.4 External power supply
KAPTOR MINI can be supplied by an external source, compatible with the features described in its dedicated
chapter.
The external power supply can be accessed by using the dedicated cable, connected to the POWER SUPPLY
input.
Using extra power supply tension not compatible with the device’s features causes the
irreversible damage of the complete device.

6.5 Battery selector
KAPTOR MINI has a selector to select the power supply tension. It is factory set by following the customer’s
requests, so no need to be changed.
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If necessary, it is possible to select the right power source by following these steps:
1. Open the case and find the CN24 jumpers as shown in the figure, near the internal battery
connector;

2. Remove the resin on the jumpers, if any;
3. Follow the diagram to select the power source:
External Battery

Internal Battery

4. Fix the jumpers with resin or glue;
5. Close the case.
Pay attention to the jumpers disposition by following the diagrams in this manual.
A wrong disposition could cause an irreversible damage.
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7 Wiring and connections
KAPTOR MINI is equipped with IP68 connectors that guarantee protection degree if used in the right way.
All the connectors, arranged on the low side of the KAPTOR MINI, are
specifically of different sizes or polarity to facilitate the user in their
correct wiring, this precaution prevents the connection of
sensors/peripherals in incorrect inputs.
The functionality of each connector is also highlighted by an
inscription inside the blue label ring.
The sensors purchased with the KAPTOR MINI are already equipped
with a waterproof IP68 connector to be connected directly to the
device. If the user wants to acquire a signal from its own system, it is
necessary to use the pre-wired connector equipped with free cable
lugs.

To connect an external connector:
1. Unscrew the cap;
2. Hold the connector;
3. Place the cable connector in the device connector input;
4. Rotate the connector to insert it slightly;
5. Force the insertion and rotate the ferrule to the limit;
6. Now the connector is correctly fixed and can guarantee IP68 protection.
The incorrect connection of the connectors and the failure to close the plugs of the same,
causes the loss of the IP68 protection degree.
B.M. Tecnologie Industriali is not liable for any damage caused to the system due to incorrect
connection of the connectors or to their damage.
It is possible to request pre-wired connectors with additional cable lugs necessary for your
purpose from the service or from your sales representative.
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7.1 Wiring ID colours
Connector
POWER
SUPPLY
RS485
PORT

ANALOG
INPUT

DIGITAL
INPUT

RELAY +
INPUT
EVENT

Colour
Red
Black
White
Green
Blue
Red
Pink
Brown
Red
Green
Grey
Blue
White
Yellow
Pink
Brown
Pink
Grey
Brown
White
Blue
Red
Green
Yellow
Red
Green
Grey
Blue
White
Yellow
Pink
Brown

Function
Positive external supply
Negative external supply
RS485-A
RS485-B
GND
Sensor supply (from external source) max 1A
AUX1
AUX2
+24VAN1 (sensor supply)
Voltage Input AN1
Current Input AN1
GND AN1
+24VAN2 (sensor supply)
Voltage Input AN2
Current Input AN2
GND AN2
Digital 1
Digital 2
Digital 3
Digital 4
Common digital (GND)
Not Used
AUX3
AUX4
Positive external supply
RL1A (cleaning)
RL1B (cleaning)
GND
RL2A (alarm)
RL2B (alarm)
Digital Event 1
Digital Event 2

Configuration of pin AUX1…4:
ConfigurationAUX1, AUX2
Configuration AUX3, AUX4

Configuration “A”
AUX1=RL1A
AUX2=RL1B
AUX3=RL2A
AUX4=RL2B

Configuration “B”
AUX1=EXT_EVENT1
AUX2=EXT_EVENT2
AUX3=EXT_EVENT4: CHANGE MODE
AUX4=EXT_EVENT3
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The functionality linked to the AUX1..4 auxiliaries is determined during the instrument's
production phase. Contact the assistance service in case of doubt. The configuration of the
AUX1..4 can only be carried out if its connector is mounted on the instrument. The selection
of the connectors on the instrument is made during the ordering process according to the
purchase code.
The use of connectors not supplied by B.M. Tecnologie Industriali or incorrect connection
with respect to what is indicated in this manual can cause irreversible damage to the
instrument.
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8 SIM card
Kaptor Mini is equipped with a SIM card holder for data transmission in 2G/3G.
To access the slot, follow these steps:
1. Open the case by acting on the external collar;
2. Remove the upper cover, paying attention to the built-in antenna cable (if present);
3. Unscrew the screws as shown in the picture to remove the standard antenna (if present) and the
primary battery pack (if present):

4. Identify the SIM card holder:
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5. Slide the metal part to lift the SIM card holder:

6. Insert the SIM card with low sided contacts and the cut corner in the right position:

7. Lower the SIM card holder and slide the metal part. Make sure it remains in position:

8. Install again the battery pack and the antenna, place the upper cover and fix the collar.
Once the installation of a new SIM has been carried out, it is suggested (see App
communication section - SIM) to check that the setting parameters (operator, type of
network, ...) are correct and that the data transmission tests are successful.
The SIM used must not have the PIN code lock. Before installing a new SIM, make sure, for
example using a mobile phone, that it is not protected.
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9 Working modes
KAPTOR MINI has two different operating modes: continuous mode and discontinuous mode. In both cases,
data transmission can be activated.
The two different modes allow the user to make the device perform according to the needs of their
applications, which may need to guarantee:
✓ long battery life
✓ a continuous and frequent acquisition of data for a short period of time
✓ transmission for remote monitoring of acquired data
There is also an additional mode that allows the user not to consume battery in the transport or storage
phases of the instrument, when it is not necessary to carry out measurements and data transmission. This
is the freezing mode.

9.1 Continuous mode
In continuous operating mode, KAPTOR MINI remains constantly on, each of its management peripherals
and any external sensors remain constantly powered. No type of operation is performed to reduce
consumption.
It is possible to connect to the device via App at any time, in order to proceed with the configuration or
data visualization.
This mode is recommended only if you have an external power source available.
Battery life is highly reduced in this working mode.

9.2 Discontinuous/Low power Mode
In low power Mode, KAPTOR MINI is programmed to enter an energy saving mode in which any unnecessary
internal and external peripherals are disconnected. In this way, the power absorption from the batteries
is reduced to the minimum, ensuring greater autonomy. The instrument reactivates only to carry out the
reading from the sensors and possibly the data transmission.
A manual activation (wake-up mode) can be
performed by briefly approaching (1 to 5 seconds) the
magnet to the reed contact (magnetic) located where
the blue sticker is highlighted in the picture on the left.
In this way, also Wi-Fi connection is temporarily
activated, to guarantee the ability to connect via App.
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The acquisition frequency (sampling time) can be set by the user based on the needs of the measurement
campaign, always keeping in mind that according to the settings, the battery life changes. Depending on
the measurement and battery life requirements you want to obtain, you will have to find the right
compromise.
The longer the sampling time, the longer the battery life.

The device will not activate the sleep mode (low consumption) until the APP is connected,
even if discontinuous mode is activated.

9.3 Data transmission
Data transmission can be activated both continuous and discontinuous mode. By activating this function,
the KAPTOR MINI will send the data via modem allowing remote monitoring of the values read. The user
can choose the transmission frequency to prevent the system from being constantly connected to the
Internet, with significant management costs in the case of time contracts with your telephone operator
and in order to reduce the energy consumption associated with turning on the modem.
Data stored will be sent upon reaching the transmission period. The transmission frequency must be
chosen according to the frequency with which an operator could check the data remotely.
The lower the transmission frequency, the longer the battery will last.
The higher the transmission frequency, the lower the battery will last.

9.4 Freezing
Freezing is a particular mode in which the device does not perform any type of operation and disables all
peripheral devices, with the exception of the reed contact (magnetic) which allows subsequent activation.
The device is as if it were turned off.
To freeze the device, move the magnet closer, wait 5 flashes of all the LEDs (about 10 seconds in total)
and then remove the magnet. An animation of the LEDs indicates the transition to hibernation.
To reactivate the instrument, move the magnet closer. After 5 flashes (about 10 seconds in total) an
animation of the LEDs indicates that the freezing mode has been exited. At this point the green LED
remains on to indicate the possibility of connecting the App for configuration.
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10 Status led
KAPTOR MINI could have four led indicating status and working mode of the device.
LED

Function

Continuous Mode / Wake-up

Sleep-mode

Green

Wi-Fi
Connection

Fixed: Wi-Fi module is ON, you can Blinking: reading and logging.
connect to the device.
Blinking: conneting to the App.

Red

Alarms

Fixed: active alarm

Blinking: active alarm

Blue

Modem
Connection

Fixed: modem is on.
Blinking: modem is sending data.

Single Blinking: (every 5 seconds)
modem is ON.
Double Blinking: (every 5 seconds)
modem is sending data.

Yellow

Diagnostics

ON: problem alert (open case, Blinking: problem alert (open case,
humidity, high temperature…).
humidity, high temperature…).

If all 4 leds are blinking simultaneously every 2 seconds, this means the magnet is near the reed contact.
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11 App EasySetup
KAPTOR MINI is completely configurable via EasySetup, a dedicated AndroidTM app that connects to the
device via Wi-Fi network.

Each device has a unique ID number consisting of an alphanumeric
sequence of 12 characters (numbers from 0 to 9 and letters from A to F)
shown on a label stick outside the case.
This ID is used for the name (SSID) of the generated Wi-Fi network: the
network name is in the format MKP_xxxxxxxxxxxx, where the ID will be
present in place of the x's.

If multiple devices are connected to the same Wi-Fi range, multiple
networks will be available. To access the correct device, special attention
must be paid to its identification.
If the device is in low power mode, Wi-Fi network is not available (radio is turned off). Use the
magnet to activate it.

11.1 Device features for App EasySetup Installation
The device in which we need to install the App EasySetup, should have at least the following features
(smartphone or tablet):
✓ AndroidTM 6.0
✓ 1GB RAM
✓ Min. 7” display
✓ 15MB free space for installation
Please notice the device used for App installation, will be from now on mentioned as “tablet”.
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11.2 Installation and update
The installation file is provided directly by the sales network or by the assistance service. EasySetup is preinstalled if a tablet for configuration is purchased together with KAPTOR MINI.
Download (copy) the APK installation file to a folder of the tablet's internal memory or SD card (if any).
Once the file is located, tap on it to start the installation or update and follow the instructions.
EasySetup will then be ready for use immediately.
Tap: same meaning as “click”.
Press with your finger on the tablet’s display.

EasySetup is not available in Play Store, so installation could be forbidden as the tablet could
not install software from an unknown source.

To solve this problem, enable installation form unkn own sources by following these steps:
Settings → Advanced settings → Security → Unknown sources
Or follow instructions displayed by your AndroidTM system.
For safety reasons, keep disabled installations form unknown sources once EasySetup
installation is complete.

11.3 Authorizations
The App requires some authorizations in order to work properly. Particularly:
• Access to Wi-Fi and GPS to manage and access available Wi-Fi networks
• Reading/writing files in the tablet memory to export data
Authorizations will be requested as soon as necessary and it will be essential to provide them in order to
proceed with correct operation.
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11.4 How does EasySetup works?
The App comes with different screens designed to be as
intuitive as possible.
Each of them has navigation buttons between the various
functions of the device and sections dedicated to setting the
related parameters.
In any case, at the top, there is a status bar that indicates,
through different icons and colors, the connection status,
any warnings and/or errors and other information that will
be detailed later.
It is possible that not all buttons or not all options are
enabled and selectable according to the device in use. For
example, if the KAPTOR MINI does not have the integrated
pressure sensor available, the corresponding button to
access the configuration will not be usable.
An example of an interface (main menu) is shown in the
figure.

11.4.1 App working mode (live and off-line)
The App can work both if directly connected to the instrument (“live” mode) and in “off-line” mode once
you move away from or disconnect from the Wi-Fi network for other reasons. In this second mode it is
possible to check the configuration and possibly make changes that can be implemented when the Wi-Fi
network is available.
Certain features such as historical data download or real-time data visualization which imply
communication with the instrument are, of course, only available in live mode.
All the device configurations are called profiles. Different profiles can be stored within the
App for each device to which you connect.
The profile can be viewed and edited even without being connected to the device.
Please refer to the dedicated section for more information on the use of profiles.
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11.4.2 Status bar
The status bar, at the top, provides indications regarding the status of the instrument and allows the user
a quick access to some of the functions.
The block on the right indicates the connection status with the instrument and allows the user to start the
connection and disconnection procedure:
Disconnected
Connected
The central block indicates the working mode of the instrument and allows the user to change it:
Discontinuous working mode (low power).
Continuous working mode. The red color means it is a high consumption working mode. It is
preferable not to select this working if the user has no other power supply sources than the
battery.
Icons could have a grey color if the App is off-line.
The block on the left shows different types of information based on the App's operating mode:
By opening the App, in “off-line” mode, the bar is gray and with the
words “No profile selected” and “Not connected”.
In this situation it is possible to connect to an instrument or select a
profile to check and/or modify (see dedicated paragraphs below).
By selecting a profile, the block does not change color and the wording
“Not connected” remains, but the name of the instrument (if set) and
its identification will appear in the first row.
In the example shown in the figure, KAPTOR MINI has the name “ind12”
and unique identifier “3C950900792C”.
By connecting, in addition to the instrument name (if set) and its
identification, the second line will indicate the date and time set on the
KAPTOR MINI to which you have connected.
In addition, the color of the block and the associated icon will highlight
the status:
✓ Green: normal situation
✓ Orange: there are warnings to consider (profile not loaded on
the instrument, modem profile to be set, ...)
✓ Red: serious errors (open case, not recognized by the tablet...)
By clicking on the icon, you can view and resolve any problems detected
and access information on the instrument including the name
(editable), the hardware and firmware version. Since the App describes
the error and guides the user to find a solution, the complete list of
errors is not available.
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11.4.3 App Settings
In the settings section, the user can view information related to the application and its
settings.

General Information
The first section (“General information”) shows the application and database versions, useful for a
possible reference in case os support request. Through the “Check for updates” button it is possible to
check if a newer version of EasySetup is available.
General Settings
App Update

Keep display on

Profiles Management
Save Local Profile

Allows the user to select the App update mode. Currently only manual
mode is available through the use of the “Check for updates” button.
EasySetup, during connection to an instrument, establishes a continuous
dialogue with the instrument in order to check its status and keep it active
even if set in discontinuous mode (see “operating mode” of the
KAPTOR MINI). To prevent the tablet from turning off the screen and pausing
the application, it is possible to set the keeping of the display active while
using the App.
This setting is effective only when using the application without interfering
with the usual automatic shutdown set on the tablet (e.g. 30 seconds)
while using other applications.
Warning: avoid leaving EasySetup active when not needed to avoid quickly
discharging the tablet battery.

When connecting to a KAPTOR MINI, EasySetup reads the configuration of
the instrument (profile) and keeps it in memory for its use (see “profile
management” to learn more).
Based on the chosen settings, it is possible to indicate whether and how to
save the profile read on the tablet:
✓ Always: always saves the profile;
✓ Never: does not save the profile;
✓ Ask what to do: at each connection you are asked whether or not
to save the profile read.

It is suggested to periodically check for an updated version of the App. For doing it, it is
necessary to be connected to the internet. We recommend using a Wi-Fi connection.
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11.4.4 Codes and Passwords
Codes and password used in EasySetup, are necessary to access some definite functions. The table below
is a resume, detailed functions are explained in their referring paragraphs.
Wi-Fi Connection to the device
Delete device memory
Reset to factory settings

SSID (network name): written on the external label
Password (default): users password
1234
1234

11.5 Wi-Fi Connection to the device
The connection to the instrument takes place via a Wi-Fi network with the name (SSID) MKP_xxxxxxxxxxxx,
where instead of the x there will be the instrument’s ID shown on a special label stick outside the case.
Using the appropriate connection button on the status bar, the App searches for available Wi-Fi networks
and shows only those whose name begins with MKP in order to exclude those that are certainly not
generated by KAPTOR MINI.
Among those present, the one of interest must be selected.
If your device is not listed among the available connections, pls check its status LEDs to check
if it is ready for connection.

If the list of available connections is empty, check if the tablet’s localization is active.
AndroidTM requests these services to be active in order to generate a list of available Wi-Fi
networks.
It is possible to connect via Wi-Fi to the device by using the Wi-Fi manager of AndroidTM.
Default password is users password.

For an optimal Wi-Fi connection, keep the table at leats 50 cm from KAPTOR MINI.

For a better connection, it could be asked to disable mobile data.
In fact, on many mobile phones/tablets, Android favors the connection that can guarantee
access to the Internet. In these cases the connection with the instrument would be ignored.
In normal conditions the App is able to connect without a new password. The first attempt is made with
the default password or with a previously stored password. In case the instrument's network password
has been changed with a different tablet, then it may be necessary to manually enter the updated one.
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Once the network has been chosen, the App starts the recognition process and, when finished, it shows
a summary window with the main data of the instrument. Continuing, the reading of the entire
configuration (profile) is completed.
Now the App checks whether at least one profile for the instrument has already been saved on the tablet
and asks the user how he wants to proceed:
A. Use one of the stored profiles, without using the one read by the instrument;
B. Use the profile just read by the instrument.
If there is no saved profile or the user has chosen to use the profile just read by the instrument, based on
the EasySetup settings (see local profile save settings), the option to save the instrument profile locally
will be offered.

11.6 Profiles management
When connecting to an instrument, based on the preference selected in the App settings, it
is possible to save the profile locally.
For each tool, you can save one or more profiles according to your needs.
Saved profiles can also be displayed and edited offline, for example in the office, so that
they can be loaded on field.
Each profile is associated with a specific instrument and has therefore a unique MAC address (instrument
ID) and the FW version in use. The list shows:
✓ Profile name: the name assigned to the profile, for simple identification;
✓ Instrument name and firmware version;
✓ MAC address;
✓ Last saved date.
To access a series of available action for each profile, just press on it in the profile list.
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Use it for configuration: allows the user to use a profile
saved on the tablet memory, to change it or load it.
Rename: it gives a new name to the profile.
Duplicate: profile duplication. This function is useful for
changing the profile configuration keeping the copy of a
previous one.
Associate to connected instrument: a profile of device “A”
could be associated to a different device “B” at defined
conditions (see following paragraph).
Delete: delete a profile.

11.6.1 Duplication and association of profiles
Duplication and association of profiles are advanced management functions.
The following paragraphs show their different uses scenarios.

11.6.1.1 Scenario 1 – Using the same device in different monitoring points
Let us consider the case in which the same instrument must be used to measure the flow rate on alternate
weeks at different points (A, B, C, ...) of an open channel. Each point of the canal has a different section.
Once the instrument is configured for point A, it is possible to duplicate the profile, named it differently
and change the geometry of the channel. In the same way you can proceed to point C and so on. In this
way it is possible to keep saved on the tablet more profiles with different configuration for the same
instrument: during the movement, just load the correct profile without the need for further modifications.

11.6.1.2 Scenario 2 – Using different devices with similar configuration
If you need to install more devices (A, B, C, …) with the same configuration, it is not necessary to repeat
all configuration procedures for each device. You should just setup the first one (A) and then follow a few
steps:
1. Duplicate and rename “A” profile;
2. Connect to device “B”;
3. Find the duplicated profile and select “Associate to connected instrument”;
4. If needed, rename the device or make other changings (i.e. change ID);
5. Load the profile on the device.
The same profile could be matched to different devices, only if they have the same hardware
and the same firmware version.
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11.7 “Save” and “Save and upload” buttons
Configurations displays have normally two different buttons: “Save” and “save and upload”.
The "save" button allows you to save the changes made only and exclusively on the tablet
in use: the changes are saved only locally and not sent to the KAPTOR MINI. This button is
useful if you want to make multiple changes in multiple configuration tabs before loading
the entire profile on the instrument. Of the two, he is the only one who always remains
enabled, even in the off-line mode of the App.
The "save and upload" button allows you to save the changes and, simultaneously, send
them to the instrument to be immediately effective. This button is not available in case the
App is off-line.
Note that, in the case of only local saves, the status bar turns orange to remind you that the changes made
are not yet effective.
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12 Configuration
12.1 Sensors connected to RS485 port
This button on the left is used to access the settings of the RS485 port of the KAPTOR MINI.
There are two firmware versions of the instrument that allow different management of the
port: EasySetup, based on the instrument firmware, will show different configuration
screens.
A first version, called “Standard”, allows the reading in simplified form of variables from one or more
sensors simultaneously using the standard Modbus RTU protocol.
A second version, called “Flow”, allows the management of one of the sensors for measuring the flow rate
(and some additional parameters) supplied by B.M. Tecnologie Industriali: doppler sensors for measuring
the flow in open channels or pipes, and ultrasonic sensors for full pipes.
It is possible to install one of the two versions independently by performing the firmware
update.

A factory reset is mandatory when switching from one version to another it is necessary to
perform a factory reset. In this case the data stored on the KAPTOR MINI will be lost.

12.1.1 RS485 standard
The firmware version called Standard, allows the reading of variables from sensors that use the standard
Modbus RTU protocol. The sensors, among other things, can use the power supply directly on the RS485
connector of the KAPTOR MINI.
It is possible to read up to a maximum of 20 variables, even on different slaves. Each variable consists of
reading coils or discrete inputs (up to a maximum of 32) or registers (holding register or inputs register)
of integers (16 bits with or without sign), 32-bit long or float registers in different formats ABCD, BCAD,
BADC, DCBA.
For each variable, the label, the unit of measurement and any number of decimal places for rounding can
be defined.
A multi slave connection is possible on the RS485 port as long as all sensors use the same
serial communication configuration (speed, parity, data bits and stop bits).
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The KAPTOR MINI connector has two pins for serial communication and two power pins whose
voltage is that of the connected external battery.
Before proceeding with the connection, make sure to make the correct connection of the
external sensor to avoid, for example, inverting the polarity of the supply voltage.
Refer to the chapters “Wiring and connections” and “Power supply” to understand the
connector pins, the colors of the cables supplied by B.M. Tecnologie Industriali and the
applicable voltage/current limits.
B.M. Tecnologie Industriali is not liable for any damage caused to the system or sensors due
to incorrect connection or incorrect use.
Connection: it is possible to view the connection settings of
the RS485 serial port. Through a tap on the magic wand you
access the edit window.
Changing the setting takes effect immediately once the
configuration has been loaded on the instrument.
Warm up time: it is the awakening time, expressed in
seconds, necessary for the sensors to provide a valid
reading after receiving the supply voltage. The warm up is
significant in the discontinuous operating mode, when the
power is supplied only for the time strictly necessary for
reading.
To ensure correct reading, the time must be set more than
all the times necessary for the individual sensors connected.
Time out: it is the waiting time, expressed in milliseconds,
before deciding the non-response of a sensor to the request
for a register. It is possible to insert two different times
according to the continuous or discontinuous operating
mode.
Delay: it is the time, expressed in milliseconds, of a pause
after reading a variable before moving on to reading the
next variable. Also in this case it is possible to insert two
different times according to the instrument operating
mode.
Variables: a list of defined variables is available in the
variables section. In the example image you can see the
definition of two variables read by two distinct slaves (id 7
and id 9).
In the first case, it concerns the reading of 5 coils (function
0x01) starting from register 1, not PLC.
The second variable is instead a Holding register (function
0x03) interpreted as Float in BADC format. Register address
15, not PLC.
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Using the “+” button it is possible to insert the definition of
a new variable. By holding down on an existing variable, you
can edit or delete it. In both cases, the variable
management window will appear similar to the one shown
in the figure.
Label: defines how the variable will be displayed, for
example, in real time data or in alarms.
Measure unit: allows you to specify a unit of measurement
to be associated with the variable.
Decimals: for float data, indicates the number of decimal
places in use. In other cases it has no meaning.
Function: this is the modbus function used for reading. You
can choose one of the available ones in the list.
Data type: allows to indicate the interpretation of the data
read by Holding registers (0x03) and Input registers (0x04).
It is possible to choose between integers with and without
sign, long and float with different configurations of bytes.
Slave: it is the unique identifier of the slave sensor to be
read. Multiple sensors with the same identification cannot
be present on the same modbus network.
Register: indicates the register number to be read.
Length: for reading coils and discrete inputs it represents
the number of coils or inputs that must be read starting
from the specified register. In the other cases it is a fixed
value that cannot be changed depending on the type of data
selected.
PLC: indicates how the numbering of the registers is to be
interpreted. If not selected, the first register has address 0.
If selected, the first register has address 1.
Error check: if selected, in case of error in reading the
variable, the KAPTOR MINI will generate and store an error
event.
For the correct configuration of the variables, pleaserefer to the documentation of the sensor
to be connected.

Register values are binary values that are read and saved on the KAPTOR MINI memory.
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The interpretation of the bits and the transformation into a decimal numeric value (integer or comma) or
in a sequence of states (for example coil) depends on the setting of the type of data performed during the
configuration of the variables themselves.
By performing a type change, unfortunately, the interpretation of the old saved data cannot be performed
correctly. For this reason, before changing the variable settings, it is important to download the data saved
on the KAPTOR MINI memory in order to guarantee correct interpretation and saving. Also due to this,
EasySetup displays a reminder requesting even if you intend to delete the historical data.

12.1.2 RS485 flow
The Firmware version called Flow, allows communication on the RS485 port with specific sensors supplied
by B.M. Tecnologie Industriali.
It is possible to select the type of sensor connected to the port and customize its settings.
Sensor type: choose the type of sensor connected (Doppler
or TTFM) and press “Settings” for complete configuration.
Warm up time: it is the awakening time, expressed in
seconds, necessary for the sensors to provide a valid
reading after receiving the supply voltage. The warm up is
significant in the discontinuous operating mode, when the
power is supplied only for the time strictly necessary for
reading.
You can choose from a list of predefined values.
To avoid an unnecessary power consumption, select “No Sensor”.

12.1.2.1 Doppler Sensor
The insertion or wedge type doppler sensors allow to measure the flow rate in closed pipes and in
channels of any geometric shape, even of large dimensions.
The measuring principle is based on the reflection of ultrasound by suspended particles.
It is therefore absolutely necessary that there are particles in the water that reflect ultrasound to the
sensor.
The flow calculation is performed by combining the information relating to the velocity of the fluid, the
level value and the geometry of the channel.
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The configuration of the Doppler sensor is divided into three sections:
✓ Pipe geometry
✓ General settings
✓ Advanced settings
Shape: it is possible to select one of the standard shapes
(circular, rectangular, etc ...) or the customized shape that
allows you to model a non-standard channel by defining a
maximum of 32 widths at as many dimensions (see
dedicated paragraph).

Calibration level: indicates the difference, expressed in
millimeters, between the value read by the sensor and the
real level value.
This value will be added algebraically to the value read by
the sensor for the purpose of a correspondence between
the value read and that measured/verified by the operator.
You can enter a numerical value or use the calibration
window by tapping on the magic wand. The window
displays the data read by the sensor in real time. By
inserting the measured value with a rod inside the channel,
the offset value is automatically determined.
Position from the bottom: indicates the sensor installation
height, expressed in millimeters from the bottom of the
channel.
Sediment height: indicates the amount of deposit (sludge)
present in the canal, expressed in millimeters from the
bottom of the canal. The instrument uses this value for the
correct flow calculation.
Measure system: the instrument uses the international
metric system. The unit of measurement for entering a
parameter (e.g. geometry height) is always specified near
the input field.
Volume units, time units: used to determine the unit of
measurement in which the flow rate calculated by the
instrument is expressed.
Filling: tick the “Full pipe” box in case the flow rate
calculation has to be done considering the maximum
geometry level, ignoring the one read by the sensor.
Level type: indicates how to determine the liquid level in
the channel:
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✓ Integrated: read directly by the doppler sensor via
a hydrostatic cell;
✓ External: read by an additional sensor connected to
analog input 1. The value must be expressed in
millimeters (the configuration of the sensor must
be made in the appropriate analog menu);
✓ Combined: allows you to perform the measurement
in both previous modes based on a threshold level.
Threshold level combined mode: indicates the threshold,
expressed in millimeters from the bottom, for determining
the level in the case of a “combined” level type. Below this
threshold the measurement is carried out with the
integrated level of the Doppler, above the threshold the
measurement is carried out with the external sensor
connected to AN1.
Sensor type: you can select the type of sensor in use:
✓ Open canal: doppler wedge sensor to be positioned
on the bottom of the channel;
✓ Full pipe: insertion doppler sensor to be mounted
on a special sleeve (refer to the specific sensor
manual for further information).
Critical level: level below which the speed is no longer read
by the sensor. The minimum critical level is 40 mm as the
sensor would be furious from the water. However, a higher
critical level can be used.
Critical level is the level below which the sensor is no longer
able to correctly measure the speed due to the geometry of
the sensor (height 4 cm) and the hydraulic conditions.
The flow below the critical level is calculated using the
reading of the only level by applying the Strickler algorithm,
if enabled, otherwise it is set to 0.
Enable Strickler under critical level: by enabling the option,
the flow rate below the critical level is calculated with the
Strickler formula according to the set coefficient.
2

1

𝑄 = 𝐾𝑠 ∙ 𝑅𝐻3 ∙ 𝑖𝑓2 ∙ 𝐴
Where:
✓ Q is flow rate (m3/s);
✓ Ks is the Strickler roughness coefficient (m1/3/s),
depending on the nature of the pipe/riverbed material;
✓ RH is hydraulic radius (m) defined as a correlation
between wet area and wet perimeter. It is automatically
calculated;
✓ If is the bottom slope (m/m)
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✓ A is wet area (m2), automatically calculated based on the
read level, deposit and geometry set.
KsIf: is the coefficient used to calculate flow rate
𝐾𝑠𝐼𝑓 = 𝐾 ∙

1
𝑖𝑓2

KsIf automatic evaluation: allows to enable the automatic
calculation of the KsIf coefficient. The automatic calculation
is made through an inverse formula based on the sampling
carried out under measurement conditions in the area
velocity (level greater than the critical level).
To have a coefficient as precise as possible, the instrument
does not update the coefficient every time the level rises
above the critical level, but averages a number of samples
specified by the user.
The level should be above the critical level and below a
specified maximum level for the duration of the samples.
Otherwise the coefficient remains unchanged.
Max Lev. for KsIf eval.: indicates the maximum acceptable
level for the automatic calculation of the KsIf coefficient.
Above this level, the samples read will not contribute to the
calculation.
KsIf samples: indicates the number of consecutive samples
in the area velocity necessary to consider the calculation,
and subsequent updating, of the KsIf coefficient.
Continuous damping: indicates the value, expressed in
seconds, in which the value read is averaged over time
(moving time average). Increase the damping to have a
value displayed with less oscillations.
Permanence: indicates the value, expressed in seconds, in
which the last value read is maintained with sufficient
quality.
Min velocity: Minimum velocity in mm/s read by the sensor.
Max velocity: maximum velocity in mm/s read by the
sensor.
Flow direction: it is positive if water flows towards sloped
sensor’s side. It is negative if water flows in the opposite
way. If you select negative flow direction, velocity mark is
inverted. (+ and -).
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Salinity: in which the sensor is installed. The type of water
is useful to correct the read level based on the sality of
water.
Hydraulic factor: is a multiplicative value of velocity used
only by the device (reading only).
Velocity calibration: it allows to set a multiplier of velocity.
Use this coefficient to eventually calibrate the read velocity.
After setting the configuration, make sure to log the variables of interest correctly in the
appropriate section.

12.1.2.1.1 Definition of customized channel shape
The custom shape of the channel allows you to define an open channel with a non-standard shape. The
definition takes place by setting the channel width at different altitudes. The device interpolates linearly
obtaining the overall area from the sum of overlapping trapezoids.
By entering the points, the height of the geometry refers to the channel bottom and the width is the width
of the channel at that height. All measurements are in millimeters.
The shape has to include at least two points:
✓ A Zero height point indicating the channel bottom width;
✓ A Max height point indicating the maximum channel height.
In addition to the manual definition, it is possible to import the channel shape from a file, using the
appropriate button. The file must be a text one (csv, txt or equivalent extension) with as many lines as
there are points to define. There may be a first header row which, if there are no numeric values, is
ignored.
Subsequent lines must contain two integer numeric values separated by ;
The first value indicates the height of the channel, the second the respective width.
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The following table shows some examples
TXT file
Height;Width
0;10
15;20
25;30
100;100
Height;Width
0a;10
15;20
2e5;30
100;100

EasySetup Resume
1 header line
4 lines
No errors

Note
Correct File including 4 points

1 header line
2 lines
Errors in lines 1, 4

File including errors. While saving, it will be
mentioned no 0 level is specified.
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12.1.2.2 TTFM sensor
The TTFM (Transit Time Flow Meter) sensor allows to carry out the bidirectional measurement of the flow
rate in full pipes, using ultrasound transit time technology. The measurement is made by using two
transducers positioned on the external pipe surface (non-invasive technique) in a specific geometric
configuration and distance. This system allows to have no pressure drop and no interruption of the service
since the installation does not foresee any intervention on the pipe.
For a correct measurement it is essential to know accurately the pipe features in terms of dimensions and
materials as well as the type of liquid that flows inside it. In fact, depending on the materials and the
liquid, the different sound propagation speeds are determined, in order to allow a precise calculation of
the flow rate.
TTFM sensor configuration is possible only if it is connected to KAPTOR MINI.
Before setup, save and load the type of RS485 sensor, otherwise the device will not be able
to communicate with TTFM.
Entering settings, EasySetup will automatically read the configuration of TTFM sensor.
Transducer distance: it is the value of the mounting
distance of the transducers, in millimeters. The value
cannot be changed and is related to the last configuration
read by the TTFM. By changing one or more parameters,
this value is updated only after saving and loading on the
instrument.
Circumference, external diameter, pipe thickness, internal
diameter: these are the dimensions, in millimeters, of the
pipe. By updating one of them, the others are automatically
updated.
Pipe material: it is possible to choose among a standard list.
Sound speed in pipe: it is the speed of propagation of sound
into the pipe material. It must be specified only if the
material is not among the predefined ones.
Coating material: it identifies the pipe coating, if any. It is
possible to choose among “no inner coating” and a list of
standard liners.
Sound speed in coating: it is the speed of propagation of
sound into the pipe coating. It has to be specified only if the
material is not included among the standard ones.
Coating thickness: it is the thickness of the coating, in
millimeters.
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Liquid: it is the fluid flowing into the pipe. It is possible to
choose it among a list of standard fluids.
Speed of sound in liquid: it is the propagation of sound into
the fluid. It has to be specified only if the fluid is not included
among the standard ones.
Transducers type: it is referring to the type of transducers
installed on the pipe. It is possible to select them among
different types of available transducers. Enter the ones
connected to the KAPTOR MINI.
Mounting mode: it the type of installation for the sensors:
✓ V – sensors on axis

✓ Z – opposite sensors

✓ W – sensors in axis with more sound bounces (pipes
<=DN50)

✓ N – opposite transducers with more sound bounces
(pipes <=DN20)
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Hold for low signal: the device could keep the last valuable
reading in case of signal loss (momentary).
Select “No” and the value will be updated even in case of
signal loss.
Empty pipe setting: it is possible to set a level below which
the device considers the pipe as empty. Set a value between
30 and 40 to be sure the device does not measure if the pipe
is empty.
Measurement system, volume measure unit, time
measure unit: it is possible to select the measuring units for
the read values.
Tote multiplier: it is possible to set a multiplier for the
totalizer.
Enable totes: it allows to enable totalizers. There are three
different totalizers:
✓ Positive: flow rate is totalized based on the mounting
direction of sensors (from red to blue);
✓ Negative: inverted flow rate;
✓ Net: difference between positive and negative totalizers.
Damping: it indicates the value, in seconds, of the damping
applied to the display and to the analog signals output from
the instrument.
Low flow cutoff: it indicates the speed threshold, in m/s,
below which the instrument displays the flow at 0 and stops
the totalization.
Scale factor: the correct scale factor calculated during
calibration must be matched with each sensor. Depending
on the selected sensor, set the correct value. The scale
factor is highlighted on a label stick outside the TTFM
module.
Reset tote: it is possible to reset totalizers and start a new
counting.
If you work in discontinuous mode, the damping value affects the time it takes for the
instrument to reach its steady state flow after waking up from low power. We recommend
setting the value to 2 seconds with a sensor warm-up time of 20 seconds. In this way, times
are optimized by reducing consumption.
If reset, totalizers cannot be restored.
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After making the configuration, make sure to log the variables of interest correctly in the
appropriate section.

12.1.2.2.1 Current configuration reading
It is possible to read the current configuration of TTFM, tapping the dedicated button, as
the App does by entering the configuration screen.

12.1.2.2.2 Mounting distance and installation check
To make changes effective and have information regarding
the installation distance of the transducers, it is necessary
to use the save and load button.
Once the procedure is complete, a special window will
open.
The “transducer distance” value will be the one to be
respected during installation.
The other parameters, automatically updated every
second, allow immediate feedback on the measurement
made by the sensor.

Tom Tos represents the transit time ratio calculated on the measured one. Under normal conditions the
value should be 100% with a tolerance of +/- 3%. Differences greater than that indicate an error on
installation or parameters settings.
The signal quality is represented by numbers from 0.00 to 99.99. A value of 0.00 indicates a bad signal,
while 99.9 indicates an excellent signal. Under normal conditions the quality value should be higher than
60.0.
During installation, take care the Tom Tos is close to 100% and the quality is as high as possible.
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12.2 Built-in pressure sensor
KAPTOR MINI could be supplied with a built-in pressure sensor. Here are different pressure
sensors available, depending on ranges (from 6 to 60 bar) and on installation needs. It is
also possible to use external pressure sensors to be connected to analog inputs.
It is possible to enable or disable the pressure sensor.
It is not possible to change the sensor type (because it is
built-in).

To avoid useful power consumption, deflag “Enable pressure sensor” if it is not necessary.

After making the configuration, make sure to log the variables of interest correctly in the
appropriate section.

12.3 Analog inputs
KAPTOR MINI is equipped with 2 active analog inputs, with range 4-20mA and
0-10V (user can connect to the desired signal by using the dedicated wires –
see wiring paragraph).
Inputs can be configured independently, in order to guarantee to be the most
suitable to the installation needs.
It is also possible to define a correlation curve, up to 20 points, to have a specific engineering value
corresponding to the read one.
Input type: it is referring to the type of signal connected. It
is possible to choose between tension (0-10V) or current (420mA).
Warm Up time: waiting time, in seconds, before the value
is read, after turning on the sensor in discontinuous mode.
It is possible to choose among a list of preset values.
Begin-scale/Full scale: values saved to zero value (0V or
4mA) and maximum value (10V or 20mA).
Offset: compensation value. It is added constantly to read
value.
Curve type: select the customized curve to enter a new
engineering curve correlating the read value to the input
with a calculated engineering value.
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Using the Calibration button you can access the additional
functionality to calibrate the input and define the cut off
value for noise (Cut Off). For calibration it is necessary to
have a device generating the reference current and voltage.
Calibration is performed on the start of the scale and the full
scale.
Before tapping the set button, be sure to connect a signal
generator with the correct value.
After making the configuration, make sure to log the variables of interest correctly in the
appropriate section.

12.4 Digital inputs
KAPTOR MINI can be equipped with four digital meter inputs, individually
configurable. For correct operation, the engineering value of each pulse
received on the input must be specified. In particular applications where it is
necessary to be able to add or subtract the pulse value, it is possible to select
the bidirectionality option on digital 1 and 3. In this way, respectively the digital 2 and 4, will act as a sign
for the totalizer.
Enable: Enable input.
Pulse value: value to be totalized for each received pulse.
Average: time unit, if needed, to calculate average values in
sampling time.
Enable bidirectional: it is possible to select bidiractional
measurement. Available only for inputs 1 and 3.
Reset totalizators: it is possible to reset the totalizators and
start a new counting.
To avoid unuseful power consumption, deflag “Enable” if the digital input is not necessary.

If reset, totalizer cannot be restored.
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After making the configuration, make sure to log the variables of interest correctly in the
appropriate section.

By deactivating a digital input but activating its log, it is possible to use the same as a status
and not as a counter.
With this configuration, it will be possible to display in data view 0 or 1 based on the status
(open/closed) and possibly set an alarm to record an event (for example, broken cable).

12.5 Auto cleaning
The auto cleaning system allows an automatic closure of the contacts of a relay in order to
control, for example, a compressor for cleaning a sensor connected to the KAPTOR MINI.
Activation times and frequency can be configured.
Cleaning time: time, in seconds, in which relay contact are
closed.
Waiting period after cleaning: waiting time, in seconds,
between relay contacts opening and the next sampling.
Samples after cleaning: it is the period of time, expressed in
number of samples, between two cleanings.
For example, with a number of samples = 10 and a sampling
time = 3, cleaning will be carried on every 30 minutes.
Clean now: this button is used to start a cleaning cycle.
Cleaning relay is no. 1. See wiring diagram for more information.
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12.6 Warm up time
In general, the warm up time is the waiting time between the activation of a sensor and the execution of
the reading. For example, in the case of using a TTFM module, this is a time necessary for the propagation
of ultrasound to stabilize so that the reading is as accurate as possible.
It makes sense to talk about warm up time during discontinuous operating mode: it is in these conditions,
in fact, that the sensor power supplies are turned off and on to allow the greatest possible energy savings.
During continuous mode, however, the sensors always remain powered and therefore always ready.
For the correct operation of the instrument it is necessary to satisfy some time constraints related to the
chosen sampling time and cleaning time.
By setting the sampling per minute, it is easy to guess that a warm-up close to or greater than one minute
is not possible: in these conditions, KAPTOR MINI would not be able to go into sleep mode between one
reading and another.
EasySetup does not allow to save times that cannot guarantee the correct sampling of the
variables, warning and proposing a possible solution to the problem.

12.7 Variables log
Tapping this button it is possible to change the settings of sampling time and of properties
of saved variables.

Sampling period: time interval between two readings. It is
possible to choose among preset values from 1 minute to 24
hours.
Saved variables: a list of available in addition to information
about label, measuring units and decimals used for reading.
Tap to enable or disable the log.
Long-tap (long pressure) to access the customization
window.
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Label: this is the label used for the variable, shown in the
data display window.
Decimals: it is the number of decimals used to format the
read value. In some cases there are limitations on the
number of decimals to set.
Measure unit: this is the measuring unit of the variable. In
some case this cannot be changed. The picture shows, for
example, the battery tension. This can be displayed in Volt
(V) only.
The list of available variables can change depending on connectors configuration and device
settings.

12.8 Data
It is possible to see real time values from KAPTOR MINI and, by the button “Historical data”,
enter on data saved into the internal memory.
For both functions it is mandatory to be connected to a device.

12.8.1 Real time data
The boxes on the right contain eight of the different
variables available and, for each, the corresponding label,
value read and unit of measure. The update is performed
every second in order to allow the operator to have
information on the measurement status.
Each box is customizable: with a tap you access the window
for choosing the variable you want to view. This preference
is stored on the tablet so that at each access the same
sequence of variables is always presented.

12.8.2 Historical Data
By historical data we mean all the values of the variables stored on the KAPTOR MINI. Over 800,000 records
can be stored on the instrument: with a sampling of 10 distinct variables every minute, there is a storage
capacity of about 2 months. The memory is managed in a circular way or, when the maximum capacity is
exceeded, the oldest data will be overwritten. From the App you can get information on the status of the
instrument's memory and start a synchronization so you can get a copy in CSV format.
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Starting the data download, a copying process is started starting from the data most recently stored by
the instrument and going back in time. The waiting window provides evidence of the start and end dates
of the currently copied data. The copying process can be stopped at any time.
By downloading the data from KAPTOR MINI into the App, they are copied and remain in the
device internal memory.

Memory status: information is provided on the percentage
of memory used on the instrument and, in brackets, the
indexes of the records actually used.
Synchronization status: indicates the amount of memory
that has been synchronized with the server. If data
transmission is not active, it is normal for 0% to be indicated.
On the other hand, a value of 100% indicates that all the
acquired data has already been synchronized.
Start/end date: after starting the data download, the two
dates represent the interval of the logs copied and available
on the tablet.

It is possible to carry out data deletion operations both on
the tablet and on the KAPTOR MINI using the appropriate
buttons.

To proceed with the deletion of data on the instrument, EasySetup asks for a code to ensure
that the deletion of data is not done accidentally. When prompted, enter the code 1234.

Once exported to CSV, the tablet memory is cleared.
It is possible, if necessary, to download the data from the instrument again.

Deleting data from the instrument is an irreversible operation!
Make sure that the data of interest has been transmitted to the server or a copy has been
made via the App.
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12.9 Communication
This section contains all the settings relating to the connection of KAPTOR
Internet and the data transmission.

MINI

to the

The instrument, through the integrated modem, has the possibility of:
✓ Send historical data stored to the server via GPRS
✓ Send alarm events to the server via GPRS
✓ Send alarm events via SMS to multiple users
✓ Synchronize the time with the server via GPRS (via HTTP or NTP server)
✓ Send your configuration to the server via GPRS
It is possible to combine the activation of each single function to make the instrument perform what you
need.
The modem supports two different ways of sending data:
1. Through HTTP requests with GET method, according to a proprietary protocol
2. By CSV file transfer using FTP protocol
The sending protocol over HTTP, involves sending strings similar to the following:
GET/savedata.php?id=100&ts=201806301550&Q=125.6&AN1=1.2
This transmission means the system with ID (system identification number) 100 at 15:50 on 30/06/2018
recorded a flow rate (Q) of 125.6 and an analogue input 1 (AN1) of 1.2 in reference to the measuring units
set in the instrument.
The script that can be reached on the server page must therefore extrapolate and process the desired
information from the received string.
Transferring files via FTP, on the other hand, involves sending separate files containing all the information
stored by the instrument, i.e. logs, events and instrument configuration.
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12.9.1 Connection parameters
In this section it is possible to configure the connection parameters for data
transfer (logs, events, configuration) and the NTP server for date and time
synchronization.
ID: it is an identifier that is used in the data transmission
phase to distinguish between multiple instruments
installed.
Connection mode: allows the user to select the connection
and data transfer mode between HTTP and FTP. Based on
the selection, the dedicated fields for configuration are then
displayed.
Host name/IP: server address for sending data in HTTP.
Host port: port for connection to the server.
Data page: this is the page to which the data stored on the
instrument are sent.
Settings page: this is the page to which the instrument
configuration data are sent.
Date synch. page: page used to perform a date
synchronization. In this way multiple tools can have a unique
date. This is essential in measurement campaigns where
multiple measurement points need to be compared.
Message page/Pagina messaggi: this is the page to which
alarm messages are sent.
FTP mode: you can choose between the standard mode
(also called PORT or active) and passive (or PASV).
FTP name/IP, FTP port: data needed to reach the server.
FTP User, FTP Password: needed if the server request for
authentication.
FTP dir: folder on server in which CSV files are loaded.
FTP time out: time, in seconds, of inactivity necessary
before considering connection closed or lost.
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NTP IP: name or address of the server used.
NTP port: serve port for the available service, usually it is
port 123.
NTP time out: time, in seconds, of inactivity necessary
before considering connection closed or lost.
UTC: used to set time depending on time zones.
Internet has several free NTP servers, despite the one factory set in KAPTOR MINI.

12.9.2 Data Transmission
In this section it is possible to set which data KAPTOR MINI should send to the
server and how. It is also possible to set SMS sending limits.

Transmission period: allows the user to configure the
frequency of sending data to the server, choosing from a list
of options. The item "no transmission" is to be selected in
case data should not be transferred.
In case of enabled transmission, it is possible to choose what
should be sent to the server:
✓ Data: the logs stored during sampling.
✓ Configuration: information relating to the
configuration of the instrument.
✓ Events: the events stored during normal operation.
✓ Fast sending on alarm: allows the user to perform an
immediate sending of data if an alarm threshold is
exceeded.
Fast sending samples: it specifies the frequency of sending
data, in number of samples, during the period in which at
least one alarm remains active. With reference to the image,
assuming a sampling period of 5 minutes, the data will be
sent every 4 hours under normal conditions while every 15
minutes (3 x 5 minutes) during the persistence of the alarm.
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Send SMS: allows the user to enable the sending of alarm
SMS. In the case of sending enabled, various parameters can
be configured.
Max daily SMS: maximum number of SMS that can be sent
during the day. Even in the event of alarms, once this
number is exceeded, the instrument will not send any other
SMS.
SMS attempts: maximum number of attempts to send an
SMS in the event of a transmission error.
Attempts delay: delay, in number of samples (therefore
based on the sampling period) before retrying to send an
SMS.
Daily SMS sent: it is an unmodifiable counter of the
messages sent during the current day.
Enable sync: allows the user to enable automatic
synchronization of the date with that provided by the server.
Sync mode: allows the user to choose the synchronization
mode between HTTP and NTP.
NTP mode is always available. The HTTP mode is available
only if HTTP connection mode has been selected while it is
not available in the case of the FTP connection mode.
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12.9.3 SIM
In this section it is possible to set the parameters relating to the SIM installed,
to the access point (APN). Some modem commands are also available.

SIM CCID: it is an uneditable value that indicates the SIM
identification code. If not present or if the SIM is replaced, it
is essential to use the appropriate button to read the correct
value.
SIM type: it is possible to choose the type of SIM installed.
Check with your SIM supplier if it is a single-operator or
multi-operator type.
Operator: operator used for the internet connection.
Network type: it is possible to select between 2G or 3G,
depending on the coverage in the installation site.
APN: it is the name of the access point (Access Point Name).
It is specific for the SIM used. Through the magic wand you
can choose one of the preset APNs. Refer to your SIM
provider.
APN user, APN password: username and password (iìf
requested) to connect to the access point. Refer to your SIM
provider.
Read CCID SIM: allows the user to read and update the SIM
ID.
Set up network type: this function is used to change from
2G to 3G or viceversa.
Search operators: available only in case of a multi-operator
SIM, it allows the user to search for the available operators,
in order to create a list of operators that can be used in the
place of installation of the instrument.
Search and test: it performs the search operators and than
starts a connection test session.
To ensure correct access to the mobile network and optimize transmission, operators must
be searched each time the instrument is moved or when there is frequent difficulty in data
transmission.
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If a multi-operator SIM is used, KAPTOR MINI independently excludes operators with whom
repeated transmission errors are obtained, to optimize transmission times. For this reason,
with this type of SIM, the operator selection must be set to automatic.
To correctly set the network type (2G or 3G) it is necessary to save the settings on the
instrument (save and load) and then use the "Set network type" button.

Even if the 3G network is faster than 2G, it guarantees better performance only in the case of
transmission of large quantities of data (e.g. video) in good network coverage conditions.
Given the relatively small amount of data that the instrument must send, it is often suggested
to use 2G network, much more reliable even in the case of low network coverage or
installation in very shielded places such as inside manholes.

12.9.4 Functional test
KAPTOR MINI can perform a modem test to check that it is able to connect
properly to the network. The test result provides: the operator, the network,
the coverage signal and the registration. The test phases are displayed in a
window.
At the end of the test, the following information are displayed:
✓ CSQ: coverage signal in thirtieths; the minimum signal level for the instrument to attempt to send
data is 5. A signal greater than 12 is considered good.
✓ R: the second digit after the comma indicates the type of registration: 1 = registered to the
national network, 5 = registered in roaming, different values identify a failure to register to the
network.
✓ Operator and network type (2G / 3G).
KAPTOR MINI can perform a data transmission test, according to the set
parameters.
The steps of the submission process are displayed in a dialog box. The
different steps are: “SEND DATA” in which the instrument sends the data
packet, “WAIT REPLY” in which it waits for the response from the server to be received and “CHEK NEW
JOB” in which the instrument verifies that there is new data to send.
KAPTOR MINI can perform a test of sending SMS to the user numbers set in
“Alarms and events” (see).
The operator can verify the receipt of the SMS containing the test string and
date / time.
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Some SIM cards allow the sending of only data and not SMS. In this case operators will not
be able to receive any type of SMS.

12.10 Alarms and events
In this section it is possible to set the thresholds that trigger alarms, users and numbers for
sending warning SMS and managing digital events.
Each alarm triggered generates an "alarm event" which is stored on the instrument and
possibly transmitted to the server or via SMS, depending on the configuration chosen.

12.10.1 Thresholds
Thresholds are the conditions under which one or more alarms are triggered.
KAPTOR MINI has a maximum of 8 thresholds that can be set on as many
variables read.
In the screen you can enable or disable the alarm relay and
the list of settable alarms.
The alarm relay is relay 1. See the wiring
diagram. The relay remains active as long as
there is at least one active alarm.
Referring to the figure, the first alarm (enabled) is set to
trigger when the battery level falls below the 11V value.
The second (disabled) is set to trip if the value of analog 1
exceeds the threshold of 5.
By tapping on an alarm you access the configuration screen.
Variable: name of the monitored variable.
Condition: it is possible to select whether minor or major
(numeric type variables) or ON or OFF (coil type variables or
discrete modbus input).
Threshold/bit: it is the reference value for triggering the
alarm (numeric threshold) or the bit of the coil/discrete
input of the specified variable.
Sampling filter: it indicates for how many consecutive
samplings the exceeding of the threshold must be satisfied
before the alarm is triggered.
The alarm remains triggered until the value drops below the
threshold again for the number of consecutive samples set.
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The filter function is useful to prevent consecutive
oscillations near the threshold value from creating the
sending of different alarms.

12.10.2 Users
In this menu it is possible to define a maximum of 3 users enabled to receive
the warning SMS, sent by KAPTOR MINI when exceeding one of the set
thresholds.
For each expected user it is possible to choose the name and telephone
number. While saving this information, it is still possible to disable SMS reception.

12.10.3 Digital events
This section is dedicated to the of the behavior of KAPTOR MINI when external
digital events occur.

Event 1, Event 2, Event 3: they allow the user to enable the
storage of the occurrence of external digital events.
Events 1 to 3 can enable a sampling period change in the
event of an active alarm.
The default sampling period is that of the sampling period
menu, the sampling period in case of active alarm is the one
in the events menu.
In the event of multiple alarms enabled to change the
sampling period, the instrument returns to the default
sampling period after all the alarms on the event have been
disabled.
The status of the event is saved to the log.
In case of alarms set on events 1 to 3: the alarm is sent when
the threshold is exceeded (alarm ON) and on return (alarm
OFF).
In case of an alarm delay (no. Of samples), the alarm is reset
after n consecutive samples below the threshold.
Change from discontinuous to continuous: this is a particular
function that allows the user to change the way the
instrument works when a certain external event occurs
(think, for example, of an activated overflow sensor). The
instrument switches to continuous mode as long as the
external event exists, and then returns to discontinuous
mode when the event ends.
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Interrupt not triggered: it displays (cannot be changed) the
sampling period in normal operating conditions. For the
modification, the setting in “Variable Log” must be used.
Interrupt triggered: allows the user to set a sampling period
different from that normally used by the instrument when
at least one of the digital events occurs.

12.10.4 Download events
This button allows the download as CSV file of the saved events of
KAPTOR MINI.

12.10.5 Reset alarms
This button, after confirmation, reset all the alarm events.

12.10.6 Diagnostics
This section includes the diagnostic tools of KAPTOR MINI.
With the current version of the application it is possible to manage the
detection of the open case.
Detect open case: it allows the user to set the detection of
the open case. In the event of active control, an opening
event will be generated and stored. When connecting with
EasySetup, the anomaly is signaled on the status bar
through the use of the red color and a special icon (see
"status bar" to learn more)
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12.11 Service Function
This section includes some advanced “service” function for the instrument’s management.

12.11.1 Reboot
Device reboot is not usually necessary. If there are some anomalies, it is
possible to do it.

12.11.2 Firmware Update
The firmware of KAPTOR MINI is constantly revised and improved in order to
guarantee optimal performance and new features.

If an update is available, the operation to follow is very simple:
1. Copy the file (extension .mhx) on the internal memory of the tablet or on the external SD memory
card using the USB cable, the Bluetooth data exchange or another available system (refer to the
operation of your smartphone/tablet) remembering exactly the position
2. Access the firmware update menu and, using the appropriate button, select the update mhx file
to be loaded
3. Wait for the completion of the operation
Once the file has been uploaded to the KAPTOR MINI, a short period of time is required for
updating, restarting and restoring the Wi-Fi network.

Before performing the update, make sure you have made a backup copy of the data.

12.11.3 Wi-Fi password
The display of the data and the configuration of KAPTOR MINI are possible only
via Wi-Fi network. To ensure a high level of protection, so that unauthorized
persons cannot access the data or change the settings, it is necessary to set a
personal password by changing the default one.
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The password must contain at least 8 characters and a maximum of 14. It is advisable not to use easily
identifiable passwords (such as company name, names and dates of birth in general), but to use an
articulated sequence of lower and upper case letters, numbers and special characters.
Characters allowed in the password are shown below:
✓ lowercase and uppercase letters (a-z A-Z) and numbers (0-9)
✓ punctuation and special characters! "# $% & '() * +, -. / :; <=>? @ [\\] ^ _` {|} ~
When setting the new password, the network of KAPTOR
normal for the tablet to disconnect.

MINI

recreated. It is completely

The App stores the new password set so that it does not have to be entered to connect to
the network. It is important to write it down and keep it in a safe place so that it is possible,
for example, to connect with a different smartphone or tablet. Without the password it is not
possible to connect to the instrument!

12.11.4 Set modem profile
This function is used to read the model, the serial code and the firmware
version of the modem. These data are displayed in the information screen of
the instrument accessible from the status bar at the top of the App.
The profile set is carried out during the testing phase of the instrument at the
end of production. However, you may need to do this after a firmware update. In any case, in case of
anomalies, this situation is highlighted as an error in the EasySetup status bar.

12.11.5 Battery calibration
The battery calibration is carried out at the end of the production, during the
testing phase.
Only in case of incorrect value reading, it is possible to perform the calibration
at a later time.
The procedure is simple and requires a few steps:
1. Measure the battery voltage with an accurate digital multimeter
2. Enter the value read and tap on the "set" button
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In this way a correction factor will be calculated and applied so that the instrument is able to read a correct
voltage value.
Calibration ensures that any alarm set to low battery voltage will trigger correctly.

12.11.6 Factory settings
By resetting to factory settings, it is possible to restore the instrument to the
initial settings.
In normal conditions, setting reset has to be performed in case of firmware
update but it is necessary in some cases of version change to obtain a
different functioning of the instrument: for example in the transition from the Flow version (for the
management of TTFM sensors and Doppler) to the 485 standard version for the management of sensors
with modbus RTU protocol and vice versa. Details on the need for reset are provided together with the
release of the firmware versions.
To start the restore, EasySetup asks for a code to ensure that the restore is not performed
accidentally. When requested, enter the code 1234.

By restoring the factory settings, all settings and data stored in the instrument's memory are
deleted. Deleted data and settings cannot be restored.
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13 Conformity standards
Electrical Safety
Directive 2014/35/UE "low Tension"
EN 62368-1
Audio/video, technological devices for information and communication.
Part 1: Safety Requirement
Electromagnetic Compatibility
Directive 2014/30/UE "Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) "
EN 55011
Radiated Emissions
Industrial, scientific and medical devices
(ISM) - Radio disturbance features Limits and methods of measurement
ETSI EN 301489
Electromagnetic Compatibility EN 61000-4-2: Electrostatic discharge
(EMC) – standard for radio
devices;
ETSI EN 301489-17

Part 17: Specific condition for EN 61000-4-3: Electromagnetic radiated field
data and band transmission (immunity test)
systems

ETSI EN 301489-52

Part 52: Specific conditions for EN
61000-4-4:
mobile, radio and auciliary (immunity test)
devices communications

EN 61326-1

Electric measuring, control and EN 61000-4-6: Electromagnetic distrurbance
laboratory
devices.
EMC (immunity test)
requirements.
Part 1: General requirements.

Transient

rapid/burt

Telecommunications and Radio Devices
2014/53/UE Directive "Radio Devices"
ETSI EN 301 511
Global System for Mobile communications (GSM)
Mobile Stations Devices (MS)
ETSI EN 301 908
International Mobile Telecommunications
ETSI EN 301 328
Wide band transmission systems; data transmission devices working on 2,4 GHz
and wide band
EG 203 367
Multi-radio and combination on radio and not radio devices
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14 Conformity certificates of manufacturer
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15 Maintenance
KAPTOR MINI does not require any special maintenance.
It is recommended to replace the O-rings and drying bags if the case is opened.
It is recommended to clean the instrument before opening the case for maintenance to prevent dirt from
coming into contact with the internal electronic part.
External cleaning of the instrument can be done with a low pressure water jet and a damp cloth.
It is recommended to clean the contacts with specific antioxidant lubricant sprays for electrical contacts.

16 Service
B.M. TECNOLOGIE INDUSTRIALI s.r.l.
Via Dell’ Industria, 12- 35035 RUBANO (PD)- ITALY
Tel. +39(0)49-8841651-int5
e-mail: bm@bmtecnologie.it
web: www.bmtecologie.it

17 Warranty
Warranty is 12 (twelve) months starting from date of receiveing the device.

18 Disposal
Please start an environmentally friendly recycling for the tool, packaging and accessories.
Do not throw anything in the household waste!
For European Community countries only:
In accordance with the European directive 2012/19/EU on waste electrical and
electronic equipment (WEEE) and the implementation of the transposition into
national law, the instrument and all peripherals that have become unusable must be
collected separately and sent for ecological reuse. By providing for appropriate
disposal, you contribute to avoiding likely negative consequences for the
environment and human health.
If the instrument contains the lithium battery, it must be disposed separately.
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19 Ordering Code
Code KAPTOR MINI
Version HW (11=V1R1)
Not used
Connectos (1: installed - 0: not installed)
External Power supply
RS485, aux1, aux2
2 Analog Inputs
4 Digital Inputs, aux3, aux4
Relay, digital events
Aux configuration 1 / 2
Relay 1A / 1B
External event 1 / 2
Aux Configuration 3 / 4
Relay 2A / 2B
Mode change / Externa event 3
Pressure Sensor
No Sensor
DCT 132M-6001 (6bar)
DCT 132M-1602 (16bar)
DCT 132M-2502 (25bar)
DCT 132M-6002 (60bar)
Internal Battery
No Battery
Primary 3,6V 38AH
Primary 3.6V 19AH
Modem
No Modem
Modem for European Area
Modem for Global Area
Secondary Radio Module
No Radio Module
Other (not available yet)
Antenna
Internal HF (high efficiency)
Interna LF (standard)
External (cable for connection)

1 1 - x x x x x - x x - x x - x - x - 0 - x - 0
1 1
0
x
x
x
x
x
0
1
0
1
0 0
0 6
1 6
2 5
6 0
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
0
1
2
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